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ART NOT APART
Evaluation Report

Introduction

The following Evaluation Report on the 2018 Art Not Apart 

(ANA) festival draws on analysis of social media data from 

Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to explore the impact of the 

event beyond the physical sites of the Festival. 

In particular, this Report draws on the following key data:

 - The ‘reach’ of the official ANA social media channels;

 - The levels and types of ‘engagement’ with the ANA social 

media  

 - Trends in  User Generated Content (UGC) posted with the 

#ArtNotApart hashtag;

 - Comparison of ANA 2018 with available data from 2017.

 

This data is then used to inform our evaluation of:

(a) the role of social media for ANA 

(b) the impact of ANA on place 

(c) the impact of ANA on people 
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Available analytics data were recorded or downloaded from 

each official social media platform for the month of March in 

order to capture details about the number of posts, reach and 

the forms of engagement with these platforms in the lead-up to, 

during and immediately after the festival.

Event Summary

The 2018 Art Not Apart event was held on 17 March. ANA is 

a free festival across 25 venues of exhibitions, performance 

art, music, installations, wild interventions, a street party, cafes, 

restaurants and two afterparties. 

The aim of ANA is to:

create a space that emphasises, rather than ignores, the 
connections between varying perspectives. […] The purpose 
of the festival drills down to the postsubjective understanding 
of meaning, where identity and significance are not limited to 
the individual, but to the threads of energy and ideas that define 
our culture and make us who we are. But people don’t need 
to realise this, the philosophy is realised by audiences who 
search, views, chat, challenge and dance in one day. 
(ANA Festival Philosophy, ANA website) 

Social Media Activity

The Festival has an active presence on its official social media 

accounts: Facebook (4663 Followers), Twitter (1112 Followers) 

and Instagram (1582 Followers). Growth in ANA’s Facebook 

Follows spiked directly after the 2017 Festival, then saw a 

gradual increase to the 2018 Festival with a total growth of 12% 

over this year period.  

Comparative Analysis of Total Reach 2017 to 
2018

The figures below represent the total reach – or number of 

people who saw content – on the social media accounts. 

Measurement of total reach is useful in providing a sense of 

how this platform raised overall awareness of the festival.
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Figure 1 shows the total number of people (measured as 

unique users) that saw any kind of post from the official Art Not 

Apart Facebook account (statuses, photos, links, videos and 

more). There was a shift in patterns of reach between 2017 

and 2018 with a large amount of attention on a single day’s 

posts in 2017 (blue) – which is the day before the 2017 event 

– compared to the more distributed approach in 2018 (red) 

across the 9 days leading up to the event. 

Importantly, Art Not Apart’s 2018 Facebook ‘Event’ page had 

extremely high levels of reach  (137,700 people) particularly in 

the days leading up to the Festival.

Figure 2 represents the total impressions received by each 

tweet posted via the official ANA Twitter account.* Impressions 

are the total number of times tweets reach Twitter streams.  

While the Twitter impressions are greater pre- and during the 

Festival in 2017 than in 2018, the reach is greater after the 

2018 Festival.

*Because Twitter is more of a conversational platform than 
Facebook, a longer sample size was captured to represent 
trends in dialogue-based communication.
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Figure 1 ANA Facebook Total Reach 2017 vs 2018
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One of the more popular posts on Facebook was the official 

program of the 2018 Festival, posted on 13 March in the lead 

up to the event. Similarly, one of the more popular tweets was 

a news story previewing the event posted 5 days before the 

festival. These are ‘information’ oriented posts that provide 

background information for possible participants. 

Overall, the total number of Facebook impressions from unique 

users over March was lower in 2018 (72,538) than in 2017 

(90,255). However, as we shall see from below, engagement 

was greater in 2018. 

Comparative Analysis of Engagement 2017 to 
2018

The figures below represent engagement with the ANA social 

media posts. ‘Engagement’ data captures purposeful action on 

behalf of users, signalling a level of active interest and also a 

form of – albeit mediated – participation. 
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Figure 2 ANA Twitter Total Reach 2017 vs 2018
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Figure 3 represents the number of unique people who engaged 

in certain ways with posts including via commenting on, liking, 

sharing or clicking on particular elements of the post. In 2018, 

3,948 unique users engaged with the ANA FB posts. This was 

higher than 2017, which involved 3,873 unique users. 
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Figure 3 ANA FB Total Engagement 2017 vs 2018

Figure 4 ANA Twitter Total Engagement 2017 vs 2018

 Figure 4 represents the total number of people who engaged 

with a tweet via the official Art Not Apart Twitter account, 

including retweets, replies, likes, user profile clicks, URL clicks, 

and hashtag clicks. There was much more engagement in 

2017 (260) compared to 2018 (143), which can be explained 

by the higher frequency of tweeting in 2017.
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The Facebook posts that generated the most engagement in 

2018 were mostly ‘call-to-action’ posts. The most engaged 

single post was posted two days before the event, and 

included information about the different food and drink 

options, including which restaurants or bars would have stalls 

at the festival. One of the tweets that generated the most 

engagement was an embedded retweet of a preview image of 

an augmented reality/virtual reality application that debuted at 

the festival. 

Overall, the highest levels of engagement were with a series 

of post-event Facebook posts that circulated the work of 

photographers taken during the event, with over 1000 unique 
engagements. The key role of these posts is to give thanks to 

the photographers, and to share these images (and thus, 

retrospectively, the experience of the event) with the ANA 

Facebook community. 

UGC and Hashtag-based Representations of 
the Festival 

Measurements of User Generated Content (UGC) activity were 

also generated for this Report, and provide information about 

where and how the festival gained traction beyond its official 

sites.

Although it is difficult to extract meaningful data from Instagram, 

the platform proved to be one of the most interesting in terms 

of a site for the circulation of User Generated Content (UGC). 

There were only 229 @ replies to the official Art Not Apart 

Instagram account, but when searching for the hashtag using 

Netlytic, a free text and social networks analyser, just over 1600 

Instagram ANA related posts were extracted and this provided 

some insights into the UGC and networked activity. 

First are posts using terms referring to arts-based activities or 

themes. Second are place-based posts that either mention a 

place or landmark. Third is graffiti themed hashtags and fourth 

is photography themed hashtags; both of these belong to the 

arts-based activities or themes category but were large enough 

to have their own categories.
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Figure 5 Place-based hashtags used in conjunction with #ArtNotApart

Figure 5 represents all the place-based hashtags used in 

conjunction with the #ArtNotApart hashtag. There is a mixture 

of places and landmarks, with a third category of place-based 

hashtag that is more about place making and this includes 

tourism-oriented hashtags. 
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Hashtag Posts

#canberra 636

#newacton 332

#cbr 270

#visitcanberra 156

#cbrarts 66

#hotelhotel 56

#westside 53

#australia 53

#wearecbr 51

#nishi 50

#igerscanberra 48

#nishigallery 46

#canberralife 32

#canberraart 24

#act 21

#nishibuilding 15

#thiscanberranlife 14

#acton 13

#canberraartist 13

#cbrmap 11

#outincanberra 10

#westsideacton 10

#lakeburleygriffin 9

#newactonprecinct 9

#canberraevents 9

#hotelhotelcanberra 8

#ilovecanberra 7
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Figure 6 Top 30 Arts or Culture-based hashtags and Graffiti hashtags used in 
conjunction with #ArtNotApart

Figure 6 represents the top 30 hashtags referring to ‘Arts 

or Culture’-based hashtags plus those that refer to ‘Graffiti’. 

Besides those hashtags referring to the festival, there is a very 

strong theme of ‘urban’ or ‘street’ art.

Evaluation Summary

1. The role of social media platforms for Art Not Apart

Information
The three social media platforms played a vital role in providing 

users with information about the Festival before, during and 

even after the event – particularly the Facebook event page, 

which experienced high levels of traffic across this period. 

Promotion
The three platforms also served an important promotional role 

for the Festival, with strong reach and engagement figures for 

2018 – and slightly higher levels of engagement in 2018 than in 

the previous year. Importantly, engagement was the highest for 

‘calls-to-action’, which further demonstrates the success of the 

promotional function of the social media sites.  
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Hashtag Posts

#artnotapart 1365

#art 265

#streetart 136

#graffiti 80

#contemporaryart 69

#urbanart 66

#graffitiart 64

#festival 62

#installation 52

#sprayart 52

#artfestival 50

#mural 47

#publicart 41

#sketch 41

#music 39

#graff 38

#pasteups 38

#wallart 36
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Community building 
All three platforms helped to generate a sense of community 

around the Art Not Apart event, with high levels of User 

Generated Content in the form of hashtags – an action that 

enables the sharing of experience with others.

2. Impact of Art Not Apart on place

The UGC hashtags provide evidence of the significant number 

of people who made explicit and positive links between the 

Festival and place: from the national (#australia – 53) to the 

local (e.g. #canberra – 636; #cbr) to the site-specific (e.g. 

#newacton – 332; #hotelhotel – 156).  This suggests that ANA 

is a very successful place-making event, and that social media 

plays a role in this, by reinforcing the link between positive 

experience and place.  

There is also evidence in the hashtags of the connections 

made by participants between place and art, and thus of the 

positive contributions that Art Not Apart makes to people’s 

perceptions of Canberra as a site of creativity. 

3. Impact of Art Not Apart on people

Although Art Not Apart is  a one day Festival, there is a growing 

community that identifies with ANA and the kinds of cultural 

activities that it supports. In this sense, ANA is contributing in 

important ways to the development of a community around 

certain elements of the arts in Canberra, which is anchored in 

the Festival but extends beyond the event itself,  and is 

enabled by social media. 

While overall there were less official ANA posts in 2018 than in 
2017 – particularly on Twitter – there was higher engagement 
with posts in 2018. This suggests a growing sense of 
identification with, and belonging to, the Art Not Apart festival 
community: people actively engaged with the event information 
more frequently, despite less prompting from ANA. 

The most successful posts were those that represented the 

festival back to participants after the event. This includes posts 

for ‘giving thanks’, posts that shared photos and albums of the 

event, as well as multimedia representations of activities. This 

‘return to reflect’ on the Festival suggests a strong sense of 

interest in, and connection to Art Not Apart, and reinforces a 

sense of shared (if diverse) experience. 
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